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QUESTION 1

Which machines can be configured by using the configuration Wizard? 

A. machine and Windows machine 

B. administration machine and managed machine 

C. machine and UNIX machine 

D. stand -alone machine and cluster machine E. RDBMS machine and LDAP machine 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

GridLink data sources are designed for use with an Oracle RAC database. By using the Fast Connection Failover (FCF)
pattern, GridLink data sources can quickly react when a RAC node goes down. 

Which two statements are true? 

A. The Oracle Notification service is used to notify the data source of changes to RAC nodes. 

B. The reaction is quick, because in using FCF all network timeouts are set very low. 

C. FCF is faster because it polls and tests connection, freeing the data source from these tasks. 

D. FCF requires the use and configuration of a database server in the GridLink data source. 

E. You can use any Oracle Thin database driver with a GridLink data source. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify two reasons for defining machines and assigning servers to them in WebLogic servers. 

A. A machine can be the proxy to a cluster. 

B. A machine definition is required to configured figure the Node Manager. 

C. To reference an instance of WebLogic Server, you must know its machine and port. 

D. A machine is a required organizational unit. A domain contains machines and machines contain servers. 

E. WebLogic Server users server machine assignments to help it choose servers in a cluster on which to replicate
session state. 

F. A machine\\'s Cluster Weight attribute may be used by load balancers to help them determine how often to send
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requests to servers assigned to that machine. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three Administration Console tasks require you to obtain the configuration lock of a production mode domain?
(Choose three.) 

A. Stop an application deployment 

B. Create a new JDBC data source 

C. Change the servers listen port 

D. Suspend a running server 

E. Add a server to an existing cluster 

F. Create a new administrative user 

Correct Answer: DEF 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true about Log Filters? (Choose two.) 

A. You do not have to lock the configuration to create Log Filters 

B. Log Filters are created at the domain level 

C. The administration console assists in the creation of Log Filter expressions 

D. You can apply a Log Filter to the server log, but not to standard out 

Correct Answer: BC 
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